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Abstract—Data annotation in NLP is a costly and time-
consuming task, traditionally handled by human experts who
require extensive training to enhance the task-related background
knowledge. Besides, labeling social media texts is particularly
challenging due to their brevity, informality, creativity, and
varying human perceptions regarding the sociocultural context
of the world. With the emergence of GPT models and their
proficiency in various NLP tasks, this study aims to estab-
lish a performance baseline for GPT-4 as a social media text
annotator. To achieve this, we employ our own dataset of
tweets, expertly labeled for stance detection with full inter-rater
agreement among three annotators. We experiment with three
techniques: Zero-shot, Few-shot, and Zero-shot with Chain-of-
Thoughts to create prompts for the labeling task. We utilize
four training sets constructed with different label sets, including
human labels, to fine-tune transformer-based large language
models and various combinations of traditional machine learning
models with embeddings for stance classification. Finally, all
fine-tuned models undergo evaluation using a common testing
set with human-generated labels. We use the results from
models trained on human labels as the benchmark to assess
GPT-4’s potential as an annotator across the three prompting
techniques. Based on the experimental findings, GPT-4 achieves
comparable results through the Few-shot and Zero-shot Chain-of-
Thoughts prompting methods. However, none of these labeling
techniques surpass the top three models fine-tuned on human
labels. Moreover, we introduce the Zero-shot Chain-of-Thoughts
as an effective strategy for aspect-based social media text labeling,
which performs better than the standard Zero-shot and yields
results similar to the high-performing yet expensive Few-shot
approach.

Index Terms—Chain-of-Thought prompting, GPT-4, Social
media text analysis, Stance classification, Text annotation.

I. INTRODUCTION

AMONG the Large Language Models (LLMs), Generative
Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) series has emerged as a

pioneer, showcasing powerful skills on numerous tasks in Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP), such as content generation,
completion, translations, summarizations, classifications, and
many more1. However, the ability of GPT models to compre-
hend and generate human-like text has not only redefined the
landscape of NLP applications but also highlights significant
capabilities related to handling many human jobs, such as
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data analysts [1], data evaluators [2], [3], software develop-
ers [4], [5], and teaching assistants [6]. Besides, GPT has
proven applications in diverse domains, including finance [7],
health [8], [9], social science [10] and law [11]. Among
the potentialities for replacing diverse human tasks, GPT has
demonstrated itself as a remarkably effective tool for data
annotation across various domains [10], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17]. Its ability to understand context, generate coherent
content, and follow specific guidelines has made it a versatile
data annotator, in labeling a wide range of content from
generic to domain-specific text.

Data annotation is the primary step of many NLP tasks.
Nevertheless, the process of labeling by skilled human experts
proves to be expensive and time-consuming due to the costs
associated with labor, tools, and the time needed for training
and manual annotation [13], [16]. Furthermore, maintaining
a high standard training process through setting perplexity
benchmarks and enough foundation of background knowledge
is crucial for high-quality labeling outcomes [18]. Due to
these requirements, the consideration of substituting human
annotators with Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools has become
justifiable.

From another perspective, given the emergence of social
media as a significant data source for various NLP studies,
addressing the challenges posed by the inherent traits of
brevity, informality, creativity, and poor grammar in tweets
is essential during annotation [19], [20], [18]. Additionally,
considering that these texts are embedded within the cultural
and social context of human ideas, values, and perceptions of
the world, comprehending them necessitates a thorough under-
standing of context and the ability to empathize by adopting
different perspectives [17]. Consequently, the examination and
annotation of social media texts, especially those pertaining to
social debates, will demand specialized annotation capabilities.
This prompts the investigation into the potential of GPT-based
models to replace human annotation tasks.

In the literature, many studies have explored the role of GPT
as a textual data annotator. A recent investigation assessed the
performance of GPT-4 in annotating domain-specific multi-
label legal text, a task usually requiring individuals well-versed
in legal matters for accurate annotation [14]. Utilizing a dataset
comprising 256 records with Krippendorff’s inter-annotator
agreement of 0.79, this study demonstrated GPT-4’s capacity
to achieve results comparable to human annotators when
provided with almost the same copy of instructions. Further,
they explained the cost-effectiveness of this approach during
batch predictions without a major reduction in performance
compared to manual labeling. Nevertheless, slight adjustments

https://platform.openai.com/docs/quickstart
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to the prompts led to decreased model robustness, significantly
impacting outcomes. Moreover, the authors engaged in a
failed attempt to improve the performance with the Chain-of-
Thoughts (CoT) prompting technique. Another approach has
developed to label the political affiliation of tweets collected
from the USA politicians [17]. The researcher has used 500
records and executed the GPT-4 model 5 times each with
different temperature values; 0.2 and 1.0 to gain both the
creativeness and robustness during label prediction. This work
achieved better results for accuracy, reliability and bias of
GPT-4 compared to human coders for a Zero-shot learning
classification task.

The authors of another study have explored three methods
to employ GPT-3 for data annotation [13]. The initial approach
employed a Few-shot prompt to generate labels for unlabeled
data, while the second method designed a prompt to guide
the GPT-3 model in self-generating label data. In the third
approach, a dictionary was used as an external source of
knowledge to assist GPT-3 in creating domain-specific la-
beled data. They conducted experiments using text-davinci-
003 and ChatGPT as GPT-3 models, along with Bert-base
as the classifier for evaluation. Findings indicated that the
first approach yielded subpar results compared to humans in
both accuracy and cost, while the third approach achieved
higher performance for GPT-3, surpassing both humans and
ChatGPT. Furthermore, the authors highlighted the AI models’
capability to generate training data from scratch without
relying on unlabeled data. Another study has investigated
the application of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 in automated psy-
chological text analysis, assessing their performance as data
annotators [10]. This evaluated GPT’s capability to label
psychological aspects like sentiment, emotions, and offensive-
ness across 15 datasets encompassing multiple languages. The
results revealed GPT’s remarkable performance compared to
dictionary-based analysis and comparable performance to fine-
tuned machine learning (ML) models, suggesting its potential
as a versatile tool for automated text labeling with simple
prompts and less programming experience.

Besides the inherited complexities of annotating tweets,
some labeling tasks, such as sentiment labeling are relatively
straightforward as they focus on identifying sentiments that
are often expressed explicitly in the text. Whereas stance
classification is a more challenging task for humans as it in-
volves determining the author’s position or perspective toward
a particular topic or issue as in favor of, against to, or neutral,
which is not always explicitly stated in the text [20], [21],
[22]. In the existing literature, there are limited studies that
have engaged in stance labeling by humans and common target
topics of their studies are Atheism, Climate change, Feminism,
Elections, and the Legalization of abortion [21], [18], [23].

The earliest dataset of English tweets annotated for stance
detection became available to the research community quite re-
cently, in 2016 [18]. This dataset consisted of 4870 tweets, and
the annotation process was conducted through crowdsourcing
using the CrowdFlower platform. They aimed for high-quality
labels by offering clear and simple labeling instructions,
assigning each tweet to 8 annotators, and discarding poorly
annotated records based on an analysis of annotator responses.

Moreover, they shared the finalized dataset, comprising records
where over 60% of the annotators had agreed on the majority
label. Many recent studies have utilized this dataset in their
stance classification tasks [21], [22], [23]. Another study has
annotated a corpus of French tweets for detecting stances for a
fake news recognition problem [19]. They have implemented
a novel annotation approach by presenting the tweets to the
annotators as a bundle, comprising a root tweet and all thread
tweets as children. They argue the advantage of this approach
as annotators gain context from whole threads, improving topic
consistency and reducing topic-switching during annotation.
However, they stated a few limitations of this approach, as
cases like unrelated responses or incomprehensible tweets
were not covered by their stance categories, and certain
classes lacked distinctness, potentially creating uncertainty for
annotators.

While those studies have only provided the text of tweets
for the annotators, a different study explored utilizing asso-
ciated metadata to enrich the labeling process [20]. In the
context of political stance detection on Twitter, this study has
experimented with a novel labeling approach by providing
6 pieces of additional information related to the authors of
tweets other than the tweets’ texts. Initially, these details were
given to human raters (via Amazon Mechanical Turk) during
annotation and revealed that providing insufficient context
related to tweets can lead to ambiguous and noisy annotations,
while an excessively strong context might overpower other
signals. Consequently, the researchers designed a classifier
that employed both individual human annotations and author-
related information to determine the final tweet label. This
classifier outperformed the common practice of using majority
voting to decide the label.

The latest development in LLMs involves utilizing prompts
to train these models with very little or no prior training
data. These techniques are known as Few-shot and Zero-
shot learning, and the GPT series of models have proven to
excel in these learning scenarios [24]. However, research has
demonstrated that GPT models are significantly influenced by
their prompts, often producing diverse outcomes [14]. The
concept of ”Chain-of-Thoughts” was introduced through a
Few-shot method that involves presenting a series of inter-
mediate steps to explain a given example answer [25]. They
conducted experiments using various versions of prompt-based
large language models, including GPT-3, LaMDA, PaLM,
UL2 20B, and Codex. Remarkably, the PaLM 540B model
achieved outstanding accuracy on the GSM8K benchmark for
math word problems with only eight CoT exemplars and this
performance was even better than a fine-tuned GPT-3 model.
Subsequently, another study has incorporated this mechanism
in Zero-shot prompting [26]. In contrast to the original ap-
proach, they omitted to provide examples and instead utilized a
two-prompt method, adding the instruction ”Let’s think step by
step” before each answer in the first prompt. Comparing this
Zero-shot approach to the original mechanism, they observed
improvements in various reasoning tasks, including arithmetic,
symbolic, and logical reasoning. They highlight the advantage
of exploring Zero-shot knowledge prior to employing manu-
ally crafted Few-shot examples.
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While existing studies have demonstrated GPT’s effective-
ness in data annotation, limited attention has been paid to its
application in social media stance labeling. The challenges
encountered by humans in social media text labeling and
stance identification present an opportunity to investigate the
potentiality of AI tools in this context. Hence, this research
aims to evaluate the capacity of the most recent and powerful
GPT-4 model [27] in labeling social media text on stance
detection. By comparing GPT-4’s performance against human
annotators, and potentially incorporating innovative prompting
techniques, this study seeks to contribute to the field of NLP
and social text analysis as follows.

1) Create and release a labeled Twitter corpus on stance
detection.

2) Benchmark the performance of GPT-4 as a data anno-
tator for labeling social media text on stance detection
tasks compared to human experts.

3) Investigate the applicability of integrating the Chain-of-
Thoughts concept into the prompt design for labeling
the stance of social media texts.

4) Conduct a performance comparison among three distinct
prompt-designing strategies in the context of annotating
the stance of social media texts.

II. METHODOLOGY

Initially, we constructed a labeled corpus of Twitter posts
related to the stance classification problem towards abortion
legalization. Subsequently, we employed 3 distinct prompting
methods to reassign labels to the training tweets using GPT-4.
Utilizing these variedly generated labels, along with human
annotations, we constructed 4 training datasets containing the
same tweets for multi-class classification fine-tuning. Next, the
fine-tuned models underwent testing on a shared testing set
equipped with human-annotated labels. Finally, we compared
the outcomes from the 4 sets of test results to generate
comprehensive findings. The complete research methodology
is depicted in Fig. 1.

A. Dataset Collection

Motivated by the limited datasets for stance detection, we
constructed a dataset by downloading texts related to the topic
of abortion legalization from Twitter through Twitter academic
API2. Focusing on the recent Supreme Court decision to ban
abortion in the USA3, we extracted tweets originating from
the USA at three distinct time stamps (TS): i) TS1 - before
the court decision was leaked (106 days from 16th January
2022 to 1st May 2022), ii) TS2 - following the leak (53
days from 2nd May 2022 to 23 June 2022), and iii) TS3
- after the court decision (53 days from 24th June 2022 to
15th August 2022), by yielding 250 records from each time
stamp. We determined these dates by calculating the number
of days between May 2nd (the date of the leak) and June
24th (the date of the court decision). For TS1, we extended
the period to twice the duration, as the volume of tweets

2https://developer.twitter.com/en/use-cases/do-research/academic-research
3https://www.plannedparenthoodaction.org/issues/abortion/roe-v-wade

Original dataset (355 records)
Label distribution: against - 95
       favor - 178
                             none - 82

Train Test

Classification
results set 1

Test label distribution
(71 records)

against - 18
favor - 38
none - 15

Train label distribution
(284 records)

against - 77
favor - 140
none - 67

Classification
results set 2

Zero-shot
prompt

Classification
results set 3

Few-shot
prompt

Zero-shot
CoT

 prompt

Finetuned
models

Finetuned
models

Finetuned
models

Classification
results set 4

GPT-4
labeling

Train data
with new

labelsTrain data
with new

labels

Train data
with new

labels

Fig. 1. Overall methodology of the study.

related to the topic of abortion legalization can be relatively
lower. Our research adhered to ethical guidelines by solely
utilizing publicly available tweets without any interest in or
disclosure of author identities, thereby eliminating the need
for any ethical considerations related to human subjects.

B. Human Data Annotation

Under the guidance of a senior academician in Social
Science, three postgraduate students underwent specialized
training using annotation and perplexity guidelines. Through
a series of trial sessions by annotating a few samples, they
familiarized themselves with the requirements for achieving a
shared understanding. Subsequently, each coder annotated all
750 data points in the corpus for the multi-class stance classi-
fication task, regarding the author’s stance on the legalization
of abortion as a favor, against, or none. Additionally, the label
”uncertain” was provided as an option to indicate instances
where annotators are unsure about the suitable label. In our
annotation task, we only provided the texts of tweets, omitting
their associated metadata. To ensure the reliability of the anno-
tations, we evaluated the results using both Fliess’ Kappa4 and
Krippendorf’s alpha5 inter-observer agreements [28]. After
removing records with at least one uncertain label among

4https://www.statsmodels.org/dev/generated/statsmodels.stats.inter rater.
fleiss kappa.html

5https://github.com/surge-ai/krippendorffs-alpha/blob/main/kalpha.py

https://developer.twitter.com/en/use-cases/do-research/academic-research
https://www.plannedparenthoodaction.org/issues/abortion/roe-v-wade
https://www.statsmodels.org/dev/generated/statsmodels.stats.inter_rater.fleiss_kappa.html
https://www.statsmodels.org/dev/generated/statsmodels.stats.inter_rater.fleiss_kappa.html
https://github.com/surge-ai/krippendorffs-alpha/blob/main/kalpha.py
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Label the stance of this sentence as "favor" or "against" or "none"
towards the target topic "legalization of abortion".

Sentence: <<provide original text>>.
Stance: <<GPT will generate the label>>

Fig. 2. Zero-shot prompt for generating labels.

annotators, the calculated kappa and alpha were found to
be 64.54% and 61.26% respectively. Finally, we employed
the majority voting mechanism to finalize the label for each
record. We are releasing this dataset of 533 tweets to the public
for research purposes6.

C. GPT-4 Label Generation

As one of the main objectives of our study is to compare
GPT-4’s capabilities as an annotator with respect to humans,
we needed to utilize reliable baseline labels. As the original
dataset shows only substantial agreement among 3 annota-
tors [29], we opted to work with a subset of our corpus,
comprising 355 records that achieved 100% inter-reliability
agreement among all raters.

We explored three different prompting strategies: 1) Zero-
shot, 2) Few-shot, and 3) Zero-shot with CoT to generate
labels for the tweets in our dataset using GPT-4. We set the
temperature7 as 0.5 which is a lower temperature value as it
makes the model more confident in its predictions and leads
to more deterministic and focused outputs. However, we did
not set the temperature to 0.0, as we needed the model to have
some randomness and creativity in predicting our labels [17].
Even though this can help in generating more conservative
and precise responses, this will also lead to different answers
during different runs. Due to this nature, each prompt type was
run 3 times to generate labels for each tweet in the training set
and then majority voting was used to finalize the final labels.

1) Zero-shot: The first approach is to design a prompt with
only instructions (no examples) about the task and provide the
tweets without the human-annotated labels in the training set
to GPT-4 API call [30]. Within the prompt, we requested the
model to produce an appropriate label for the provided text.
The prompt design employed for generating labels through the
Zero-shot mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2.

2) Few-shot: The second method uses a Few-shot learning
approach that teaches the GPT-4 model to perform the labeling
task utilizing a combination of user instructions and a limited
number of examples [30]. To introduce all three classes
equally, we provided two fresh examples of tweets and their
corresponding human-annotated labels for each class which
are mutually exclusive from the training and testing sets (See
Fig. 3). The Few-shot approach tends to be more expensive
compared to the Zero-shot method due to the larger number
of tokens in each prompt and the requirement of few samples
for the prompt will reduce data from the original dataset.

6https://github.com/Ravihari123/Twitter-Stance-Labeling/tree/main
7https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/overview

Considering the given few-shots examples, label the stance of the
sentence as "favor" or "against" or "none" towards the target topic
"legalization of abortion".
Examples: 
1. Example 1 (class against)
2. Example 2 (class against)
3. Example 3 (class favor)
4. Example 4 (class favor)
5. Example 5 (class none)
6. Example 6 (class none)

Sentence: <<provide original text>>.
Stance: <<GPT will generate the label>>

Fig. 3. Few-shot prompt for generating labels.

Prompt 1
Think step by step and explain the stance (against, favor, or none) of
this sentence towards the target topic "legalization of abortion. 
Sentence: <<provide original text>> 
Explanation: << GPT will generate an explanation>>

Prompt 2
Therefore, based on your explanation, <<GPT generated
explanation>>, what is the final stance? Write it as "against" or "favor"
or "none".
<<GPT will give the final stance>>

Fig. 4. Zero-shot Chain-of-Thoughts prompt for label generation.

3) Zero-shot Chain-of-Thought: This is an extension of
Zero-shot prompting where we only provide instructions to the
GPT-4 without any examples. The difference between this and
the Zero-shot mechanism is that Zero-shot uses only a single
prompt and the model will generate the final output at the end.
However, as shown in Fig. 4, for the concept of Zero-shot
CoT, we implemented two prompts, 1) to get a step-by-step
explanation of how it decides the author’s stance toward the
target topic, and 2) to generate the final stance based on its own
explanation. Similar to the original study [26], we instructed
the model to think step by step and explain the answer before
determining the final stance of the text. Through this two-
prompt mechanism, we provide an opportunity for the model
to reassess its answer. The advantages of this concept will be
further discussed with examples in section IV.

D. Stance Classification

Stance detection is a multi-class classification problem, of-
ten with three stance labels. Our initial dataset with tweets and
corresponding human labels was partitioned into an 80:20 ratio
as the training and testing sets. Additionally, as mentioned
earlier, we generated 3 more training sets featuring the same
tweets but with new labels obtained through 3 distinct prompt-
ing techniques utilizing GPT-4. Subsequently, we fine-tuned
eight transformer-based LLMs, namely Bert [31], Albert [32],
Deberta [33], BerTweet [34], MPNet [35], and three Roberta-
based models pre-trained on i) a general Twitter dataset
(TRob) [36], ii) a Twitter sentiment dataset (TRobSen) [23],
and iii) a Twitter stance dataset (TRobStan) [23]. These models
were separately fine-tuned using our four training datasets. The

https://github.com/Ravihari123/Twitter-Stance-Labeling/tree/main
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/overview
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list of model versions employed in the study, along with the
datasets they were pre-trained on is provided in Appendix 1.

In addition, 18 multiple combinations of classifiers com-
posed of 6 traditional ML models and 3 embedding tech-
niques, namely OpenAI ADA embedding (ADA), Sentence
Transformers embedding (SenTr), and Glove embeddings were
individually fine-tuned on our 4 training sets. The embedding
techniques were used to convert the tweets of the training set
to their numerical vectors before feeding into the models [37].
Finally, all 104 types of fine-tuned models (32 LLMs and
72 traditional classifiers+embeddings) were tested individually
on the common testing set to compare the classification
performance of models trained on 4 different label sets.

E. Selection of Performance Metrics

We reported the testing performance in terms of preci-
sion, recall, f1-score, Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC)8

and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC AUC). Accuracy was not reported due to its inability
to account for class distributions, which makes it unsuitable
for evaluating an imbalanced dataset [38], [39].

We used the macro averaging over micro and weighted
for calculating precision, recall, f1-score and ROC AUC as it
calculates these metrics for each class independently and then
takes the average across all classes. This approach gives equal
consideration to all classes, irrespective of their frequency in
the dataset. Hence, there is no difference between majority and
minority classes, making the evaluations fair for an imbalanced
dataset [39]. It is particularly useful in our study as we lack
prior knowledge of the real-world class distribution and need
to prevent evaluation bias towards dominant classes in different
training datasets.

Equations (1) and (2) show the calculation of precision and
recall, where True Positive (TP ) is the correctly classified
samples for the class k, whereas False Positive (FP ) and False
Negative (FN ) are the incorrectly classified samples on the
predicted and actual classifications of the class k [39]. Equa-
tions (3), (4), and (5) represent the macro average precision,
recall, and f1-score respectively, where N is the total number
of classes in the dataset [39]. The harmonic mean of macro
precision and macro recall represents the multi-class macro
F1-score.

Precisionk =
TPk

TPk + FPk
(1)

Recallk =
TPk

TPk + FNk
(2)

MacroAveragePrecision(MP ) =

∑N
k=1 Precisionk

N
(3)

MacroAverageRecall(MR) =

∑N
k=1 Recallk

N
(4)

8https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.
matthews corrcoef.html

MacroF1− Score = 2 ∗ MP ∗MR

MP−1 +MR−1
(5)

MCC is a metric ranging between -1 and 1, where a value
close to 1 indicates excellent prediction, signifying a robust
positive correlation between predicted and actual labels. Con-
versely, an MCC of 0 signifies no correlation, indicating that
the classifier assigns samples to classes randomly, unrelated to
their true values. Furthermore, MCC produces negative values,
representing an inverse relationship between the predicted and
actual classes [38], [39]. For multi-class classification, the
MCC can be expressed using (6), based on the number of
classes N , and confusion matrix C with actual results on rows
(i) and predicted results on columns(j) [39].

MCC =
c ∗ s−

∑N
k Pk ∗ tk√

(s2 −
∑N

k P 2
k )(s

2 −
∑N

k t2k)
(6)

Where,
• c =

∑N
k Ckk the total number of elements correctly

predicted
• s =

∑N
i

∑N
j Cij the total number of elements

• Pk =
∑N

i Cki the number of times that class k was
predicted (column total)

• tk =
∑N

i Cik the number of times that class k truly
occurred (row total)

ROC AUC is one of the best metrics to measure the
performance of imbalanced datasets and it is regarded as a
reliable metric, even when dealing with heavily skewed class
distributions [40], [41]. For calculating ROC AUC9 in multi-
class classification, the TP rate or FP rate is established only
after transforming the output into binary form. For this we used
the One-vs-Rest (OvR) method to compare each class to all
others, treating the others as a single class.

F. Hyperparameter tuning

The LLMs underwent fine-tuning using identical hyperpa-
rameter configurations: a learning rate of 3e-5, batch size of
16, maximum epochs set at 10 with early stopping based on
validation loss, and a patience of 2. Conversely, a grid search10

was conducted to determine the optimal hyperparameter com-
binations for traditional ML models. However, for boosting
algorithms, we utilized the default setup due to the ex-
pected computational complexity associated with hyperparam-
eter evaluation. The traditional models and their corresponding
hyperparameter settings are detailed in Table I. Additionally, a
5-fold cross-validation11 strategy was employed during model
training to mitigate potential overfitting and yield more precise
outcomes. Where possible, we employed the ”balanced” class
weight option to ensure equal significance across all classes to
handle class imbalance. All experiments were conducted using
a constant random seed value.

9https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.roc auc
score.html

10https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model selection.
GridSearchCV.html

11https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/cross validation.html

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.matthews_corrcoef.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.matthews_corrcoef.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.roc_auc_score.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.roc_auc_score.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_selection.GridSearchCV.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_selection.GridSearchCV.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/cross_validation.html
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TABLE I
HYPERPARAMETER SETTINGS UTILIZED FOR TRADITIONAL MACHINE

LEARNING MODELS DURING HYPERPARAMETER TUNING.

ML model Hyperparameter settings

Logistic Regression (LR)
‘class weight’: [None, ”balanced”]
‘penalty’: [None, ’l2’]
‘solver’: [’lbfgs’, ’newton-cg’]

Random Forest (RF)

’n estimators’: [50, 100, 200]
’max depth’: [None, 5, 10]
’class weight’: [”balanced”,
”balanced subsample”, None]

Support Vector Classifier
(SVC)

’C’: [1.0, 2.0]
’class weight’: [’balanced’, None]

Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP)

’activation’: [’logistic’, ’relu’]
’solver’: [’sgd’, ’adam’]
’hidden layer sizes’: [(100,), (200,), (50,)]

Gradient Boosting (GB) Default settings
Extreme Gradient
Boosting (XGB) Default settings

G. Wilcoxon signed-rank test

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a fundamental non-
parametric statistical test used to compare the central tenden-
cies of paired data or matched samples [42]. This test assesses
whether there is a statistically significant difference between
two related groups, often before-and-after measurements or
two treatments applied to the same subjects. It accomplishes
this by analyzing the distribution of the signed differences
between the pairs, effectively testing whether the median of
these differences is zero [43], [44]. For our study, we used the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test12 to assess and summarize the sim-
ilarity between performance metrics of various combinations
of prompting outcomes.

We utilized the conventional value of 0.05 as the threshold
for accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis, which assumes
there is no significant difference between the corresponding
performance metrics (either, precision, recall, f1-score, or
ROC AUC) of any two labeling sets. Here, in addition to
the null hypothesis, we used an alternative hypothesis called
‘greater’ which suggests that the median of the paired differ-
ences is greater than zero. This test produces two main outputs,
1) test-statistics - the sum of ranks of positive differences,
which measures the extent to which the positive differences be-
tween paired observations are greater than the negative differ-
ences, and 2) P-value - which determines whether this differ-
ence holds statistical significance. Consequently, higher test-
statistics (larger positive difference between the two groups)
indicate that the first group tends to have higher values than the
second group, and the P-values below the selected significance
level of 0.05 present there are statistically significant evidence
to prove this difference. Equation (7) and (8) represents the
calculation of the test-statistic and P-value of the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with the ’greater’ alternative hypothesis [45].

• The test-statistic (W+):

W+ =

n∑
i=1

sign(di).R
+
i , (7)

12https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.wilcoxon.
html

where, n is the sample size, di represents the paired
differences, sign(di) is the sign of the difference (+1 if di
is positive, -1 if di is negative), and Ri+ is the rank of the
positive differences among all the positive differences.

• The P-value (P val):

P−val = P (W+ ≥ Wobserved) (8)

Where, W+ is the test-statistic calculated from our data,
Wobserved is the test-statistic from the Wilcoxon signed-rank
table13 (based on the chosen significance level of 0.05 and
sample size of 26), and P is the probability of observing a
W+ value greater than or equal to Wobserved under the null
hypothesis.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INITIAL DISCUSSION

First, we analyze the outcomes of the relabeling process by
examining the distribution of class labels in both the original
and new label sets. Following this, we present the classification
results of various ML models which were fine-tuned using the
four distinct training sets.

A. Results of Label Generation

Fig. 5 illustrates the distribution of class labels within the
four training sets, created using different labeling techniques.
Notably, datasets labeled by humans and the Few-shot ap-
proach exhibit a similarity, showcasing almost equal ratios
in their ’none’ class and gaining the ’favor’ as the majority
class. However, a significant change has occurred due to the
’against’ class incrementing to 37% in the Few-shot labeled
dataset, resulting in an almost 1:1 ratio with the ’favor’ class.
This contrast stands against the nearly 2:1 ‘favor: against’
ratio seen in the human-labeled dataset. On the other hand,
compared to human labels, the Zero-shot and Zero-shot CoT
datasets have undergone a shift, with their majority classes
changing to ’against’ and ’none’, respectively. Furthermore,
the ’favor’ and ’against’ classes in the Zero-shot and Zero-shot
CoT datasets have become the minority respectively, departing
from the ’none’ which served as the minority class in the
human-labeled datasets. Nevertheless, the sizes of the ’against’
class in both the Zero-shot CoT and human-labeled datasets
are nearly similar.

Fig. 6 displays the percentage of changes observed with new
label sets compared to the human labels. This demonstrates
that the highest number of changes in the whole dataset
appeared as 25.35% during the Zero-shot approach, whereas
a minimum of 13.73% is recorded at the Few-shot. Analyzing
class-wise percentages14, the ’favor’ class experienced the
highest variations, reaching 45.71%, 23.57%, and 30.0% in the
Zero-shot, Few-shot, and Zero-shot CoT methods, respectively.
Moreover, the minimum change percentage of the ’against’

13https://users.stat.ufl.edu/∼winner/tables/wilcox signrank.pdf
14The percentage of changes in a given class k is calculated using (the

number of changes in new labels compared to the human labels in class k /
total number of records belonging to class k *100). Example: If there are 77
records of against class in the human-annotated dataset and 6 of the labels have
changed to a different label during Zero-shot labeling, then the percentage of
change in against class during Zero-shot is (6/77*100 = 7.79)

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.wilcoxon.html
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.wilcoxon.html
https://users.stat.ufl.edu/~winner/tables/wilcox_signrank.pdf
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Fig. 5. The distribution of class labels in the four different label sets.
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Fig. 6. The percentages of changes in the three types of new label sets; Zero-
shot, Few-shot, and Zero-shot CoT compared to human labels.

class is recorded as 1.30% in the Few-shot technique, whereas
a minimum of 0.0% in the ’none’ class is reported in the Zero-
shot CoT approach.

By considering both the label distribution and the percent-
age of changes, we observe that, in comparison to the labels
generated by the Zero-shot method, both Few-shot and Zero-
shot CoT approaches produce labels that are more similar to
those generated by humans.

B. Classification Results

The classification results obtained for five evaluation metrics
are shown in Table II. The rows represent all combinations
of classification models, including transformer-based LLMs
and combinations of embeddings and traditional ML models.
Whereas the main columns represent the four training sets with
different labels used to fine-tune these models. By setting the
results of models fine-tuned on human labels as the ground
truth, we highlighted (in green) the instances of the other

three labeling sets that surpassed the corresponding baseline
value. Overall, the Few-shot and Zero-shot CoT have obtained
better results for many models. According to LLMs’ results,
BerTweet; a model pre-trained on 850M English Tweets (See
Appendix) has outperformed the ground truth when fine-tuned
on Few-shot and Zero-shot CoT labels. Similarly, this model
has gained better or equal precision, recall, and MCC when
fine-tuned on Zero-shot labels. Besides, MPNet and TRobStan
on Few-shot labels, and Bert on Zero-shot CoT labels, have
shown remarkable results on various metrics.

Noticeably, the traditional ML models have gained sur-
passing results, when the embedding techniques are Sentence
Transformers or Glove. Besides, many of the embedding and
traditional ML model combinations, such as Random Forest
and Gradient Boosting Tree with Sentence Transformers and
Gradient Boosting Tree and XGB classifier with Golve have
exceeded the baseline margins when they are trained on Zero-
shot CoT labels. However, for Few-shot learning, only SVM
with GLove embedding has fully overpassed the human-label
performance. On average, we noticed that the recalls of all the
models when trained on Few-shot and Zero-shot CoT labels
have reached or improved upon the baseline performance.

C. Results of Wilcoxon signed-rank test

Next, to summarize and compare the classification results
mentioned above, we conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
by analyzing the performance metrics of different pairs of
labeling sets. The results for each of the six possible pairs
of labeling sets are presented in Table III, showing the
corresponding test-statistic and P-values. Here, we calculated
the difference between the two groups as (Training label set
‘a’ - Training label set ‘b’). The test-statistic values, which
are larger and fall within the range of 250 to 350, along
with significantly smaller P-values ranging from E-08 to E-
02 for precision, f1-score, MCC, and ROC AUC, indicate
that the classification results for H-Z, H-F, and H-ZC are
notably better when the models are trained using human
labels compared to the corresponding three label types. On
the contrary, relatively larger P-values (6.91E-01, 9.25E-01)
and smaller test-statistic values (144.0, 119.5) for recall in the
H-F and H-ZC comparisons illustrate that the classification
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TABLE II
TESTING RESULTS OF MODELS FINE-TUNED ON FOUR TRAINING SETS WITH DIFFERENT LABELS.

Model
Classification results
set 1 : Human labels

Classification results
set 2 : Zero-shot labels

Classification results
set 3 : Few-shot labels

Classification results
set 4 : Zero-shot CoT labels

pre rec f1 mcc roc pre rec f1 mcc roc pre rec f1 mcc roc pre rec f1 mcc roc
Bert 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.53 0.84 0.64 0.67 0.59 0.44 0.81 0.68 0.61 0.60 0.40 0.83 0.68 0.74 0.69 0.56 0.84
Albert 0.57 0.59 0.54 0.33 0.70 0.44 0.48 0.42 0.15 0.66 0.46 0.41 0.41 0.10 0.65 0.48 0.53 0.46 0.21 0.73
Debert 0.73 0.64 0.67 0.52 0.82 0.63 0.67 0.57 0.44 0.76 0.64 0.63 0.61 0.41 0.81 0.60 0.64 0.59 0.42 0.80
BerTweet 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.55 0.89 0.72 0.76 0.69 0.57 0.86 0.75 0.76 0.72 0.59 0.91 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.62 0.88
MPNet 0.81 0.76 0.77 0.67 0.91 0.69 0.71 0.65 0.49 0.81 0.82 0.79 0.79 0.66 0.95 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.63 0.85
TRob 0.83 0.77 0.79 0.67 0.94 0.78 0.76 0.72 0.58 0.88 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.59 0.92 0.70 0.73 0.71 0.59 0.92
TRobSen 0.82 0.73 0.75 0.62 0.92 0.69 0.68 0.62 0.48 0.85 0.75 0.66 0.64 0.48 0.88 0.72 0.77 0.73 0.61 0.89
TRobStan 0.82 0.74 0.77 0.64 0.89 0.73 0.71 0.69 0.51 0.87 0.82 0.79 0.77 0.66 0.92 0.72 0.75 0.72 0.59 0.90
LR-ADA 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.65 0.92 0.65 0.70 0.63 0.49 0.87 0.76 0.80 0.77 0.66 0.91 0.70 0.75 0.70 0.58 0.90
RF-ADA 0.86 0.65 0.70 0.58 0.86 0.63 0.67 0.58 0.44 0.86 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.56 0.89 0.73 0.70 0.66 0.53 0.88
SVM-ADA 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.71 0.93 0.69 0.73 0.68 0.54 0.88 0.75 0.77 0.74 0.62 0.92 0.71 0.76 0.72 0.60 0.90
MLP-ADA 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.81 0.94 0.62 0.66 0.58 0.43 0.87 0.78 0.79 0.77 0.64 0.92 0.72 0.75 0.71 0.59 0.89
GB-ADA 0.77 0.64 0.67 0.55 0.91 0.68 0.71 0.60 0.50 0.82 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.47 0.86 0.64 0.66 0.61 0.46 0.86
XGB-ADA 0.79 0.71 0.74 0.62 0.91 0.64 0.64 0.54 0.42 0.87 0.68 0.72 0.68 0.52 0.87 0.68 0.69 0.61 0.48 0.88
LR-SenTr 0.74 0.78 0.75 0.63 0.90 0.68 0.68 0.56 0.47 0.85 0.71 0.76 0.71 0.58 0.88 0.71 0.77 0.72 0.60 0.88
RF-SenTr 0.71 0.64 0.66 0.49 0.85 0.64 0.62 0.49 0.39 0.80 0.66 0.67 0.64 0.48 0.86 0.71 0.69 0.66 0.52 0.85
SVM-SenTr 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.53 0.89 0.64 0.66 0.60 0.43 0.84 0.70 0.70 0.67 0.53 0.87 0.70 0.75 0.71 0.58 0.86
MLP-SenTr 0.75 0.69 0.71 0.57 0.91 0.68 0.70 0.63 0.49 0.87 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.65 0.88 0.69 0.72 0.68 0.55 0.87
GB-SenTr 0.63 0.58 0.59 0.39 0.84 0.62 0.63 0.56 0.40 0.80 0.69 0.62 0.60 0.43 0.81 0.68 0.70 0.67 0.54 0.86
XGB-SenTr 0.72 0.68 0.69 0.52 0.88 0.63 0.65 0.56 0.42 0.79 0.69 0.69 0.65 0.49 0.82 0.61 0.65 0.60 0.43 0.81
LR-Glove 0.63 0.60 0.61 0.40 0.80 0.52 0.55 0.52 0.29 0.75 0.59 0.56 0.54 0.32 0.78 0.57 0.62 0.56 0.37 0.77
RF-Glove 0.62 0.54 0.56 0.36 0.80 0.61 0.63 0.54 0.40 0.78 0.59 0.61 0.58 0.43 0.79 0.53 0.56 0.52 0.32 0.75
SVM-Glove 0.58 0.51 0.53 0.28 0.78 0.54 0.53 0.51 0.29 0.74 0.60 0.58 0.56 0.37 0.80 0.53 0.56 0.52 0.30 0.73
MLP-Glove 0.63 0.56 0.58 0.34 0.78 0.51 0.52 0.46 0.25 0.75 0.59 0.56 0.55 0.31 0.78 0.59 0.62 0.58 0.40 0.78
GB-Glove 0.52 0.50 0.51 0.25 0.76 0.48 0.51 0.43 0.24 0.70 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.29 0.71 0.55 0.55 0.53 0.32 0.78
XGB-Glove 0.59 0.55 0.56 0.36 0.77 0.49 0.52 0.45 0.24 0.73 0.58 0.53 0.54 0.29 0.77 0.59 0.62 0.58 0.40 0.79
AVERAGE 0.72 0.67 0.68 0.52 0.86 0.63 0.64 0.57 0.42 0.81 0.68 0.67 0.65 0.48 0.84 0.66 0.68 0.64 0.49 0.84

results of Few-shot and Zero-shot CoT label types are closer
to that of human labels.

When comparing Zero-shot to both Few-shot and Zero-shot
CoT performances, it is evident that the test-statistic values are
consistently smaller, falling within the range of 2.0 to 78.0.
This observation suggests that Zero-shot generally results in
smaller values compared to the other two. Furthermore, the
larger P-values, which range from E-01 to E+00, indicate
that there is no statistically significant evidence to support
the claim that Zero-shot tends to yield larger values. This
indicates that these two techniques outperform the basic Zero-
shot method significantly across all metrics. Based on the
larger P-values obtained for the comparison of Few-shot and
Zero-shot CoT, we describe that the recall, f1-score, MCC,
and ROC AUC of these two labeling techniques are not
significantly different. However, due to the smaller P-value, it
is clear that the precision of the Few-shot is significantly larger
than that of the Zero-shot ZoT. Besides, the higher test-statistic
values across all these 5 metrics indicate that the Few-shot has
performed better than the Zero-shot CoT.

IV. FURTHER DISCUSSION

In the subsequent section, we further analyze our primary
results to extract more insightful observations.

A. Performance of GPT labeling on best classifiers of human
labels

Referring to Table II, it is evident that the baseline experi-
ment showcased the highest performance from models, namely
MLP-ADA, SVM-ADA, and TRob (Twitter Roberta) across a
majority of metrics. In Fig. 7, we visualize the percentage

improvements in performance15 achieved by GPT-based la-
beling techniques across the top 12 models that achieved the
best f1-scores (f1 ≥ 0.70) with human labels. Additionally,
on the graphs, we numerically labeled the differences in per-
formance for f1-score and ROC AUC, two crucial metrics for
evaluating an imbalanced multi-class classification task [40],
[39]. In these graphs, the positive regions signify enhanced
performance, while the negative regions reflect performance
that failed to achieve the standards set by human labeling.

When comparing with Few-shot and Zero-shot CoT, the
majority of the area in the Zero-shot category lies in the
negative region, with a more substantial negative difference,
reaching as low as -40.00%. Notably, BerTweet and TRob-
Stan stand out as the top-performing models in the Zero-
shot category, closely aligning with human labels across all
metrics. In contrast, the performance of Few-shot occupies
a larger positive area for many ML models. TRobStan and
BerTweet emerge as the leading models, surpassing human
labels through all the metrics, while MPNet, LR-ADA, and
MLP-SenTr are a few other models performing at par with
human labels. Among these models, BerTweet is highlighted
as the best model for Zero-shot CoT labels, with only a
minor decrease in ROC AUC compared to human labels.
Additionally, LR-SenTr and MPNet are two of the models
with considerable performance.

However, it is essential to note that none of the GPT-4 tech-
niques were able to match or surpass the human benchmark set
by the top-performing three models, MLP-ADA, SVM-ADA,
and TRob. Apart from that, out of all the labeling techniques,
it is noteworthy that the percentages in the gap of recall
and ROC AUC between GPT and human labels are relatively

15improvement percentage = (GPT result - human result) * 100
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF WILCOXON SIGNED-RANK TEST PERFORMED TO COMPARE THE EVALUATION METRICS OF EACH OF TWO SETS OF LABELS GENERATED BY

DIFFERENT APPROACHES. THE ‘W’ REFERS TO THE TEST-STATISTIC AND P-VAL REFERS TO THE P-VALUE.

Training label
set ’a’

Training label
set ’b’

Precision Recall F1-score MCC ROC AUC
W p-val W p-val W p-val W p-val W p-val

Human (H) Zero-shot (Z) 351.0 1.49E-08 250.0 2.97E-02 351.0 1.49E-08 340.0 8.20E-07 350.0 2.98E-08
Human (H) Few-shot (F) 282.0 6.50E-04 144.0 6.91E-01 281.5 3.07E-03 262.0 1.36E-02 275.0 5.09E-03
Human (H) Zero-shot CoT (ZC) 306.0 5.64E-05 119.5 9.25E-01 295.0 8.02E-04 247.0 3.55E-02 276.0 1.12E-03
Zero-shot (Z) Few-shot (F) 11.5 1.00E+00 78.0 9.89E-01 2.0 1.00E+00 33.5 1.00E+00 6.0 1.00E+00
Zero-shot (Z) Zero-shot CoT (ZC) 66.5 9.98E-01 43.0 9.99E-01 6.5 1.00E+00 22.0 1.00E+00 19.5 1.00E+00
Few-shot (F) Zero-shot CoT (ZC) 275.5 5.09E-03 153.0 7.17E-01 213.5 1.77E-01 155.0 7.00E-01 187.0 1.45E-01

TABLE IV
TOP CLASSIFIERS TRAINED ON DIFFERENT GPT-BASED LABELING SETS

BASED ON F1-SCORE.

Rank Zero-shot Few-shot Zero-shot CoT
1 TRob MPNet BerTweet
2 BerTweet TRobStance MPNet
3 TRobStance LR-ADA TRobSentiment
4 SVM-ADA MLP-SenTrans SVM-ADA
5 MPNet MLP-ADA TRobStance
6 LR-ADA SVM-ADA LR-SenTrans
7 MLP-SenTrans TRob TRob
8 TRobSentiment BerTweet SVM-SenTrans
9 GB-ADA RF-ADA MLP-ADA
10 SVM-SenTrans LR-SenTrans LR-ADA

lower compared to the other metrics. Moreover, similar to the
literature that suggests MLP as one of the robust traditional
classifiers on imbalanced datasets [41], we found MLP with
ADA or Sentence Transformers produced better results when
fine-tuned on human labels.

B. The Best Classifiers of GPT-based Labels

Table IV lists the best-performed classifiers trained on GPT-
based training labels, ordered by f1-score. Noticeably, the
LLMs, such as BerTweet, TRob, TRobSen, and TRobStan
which were pre-trained on Twitter datasets were among the
top ten of all the three prompting techniques. MPNet, SVM-
ADA, and LR-ADA embedding are the other classifiers com-
monly performed when trained on any GPT-based labeling set.
Additionally, no traditional classifiers with Glove embeddings
are within the best performances and all six combinations of
them are listed within the ten worst-performed classifiers of
all three GPT-based labeling methods. Moreover, we noticed
Albert as the model gained the least performance over all the
five metrics in all the three labeling approaches.

C. GPT Performance above the Benchmark

In this section, we focus on highlighting the classifiers
trained using GPT-4’s labeled datasets that have exceeded
the performance of ground truth labels. Based on the cells
highlighted in Table II, we selected the models that excelled
in at least four out of five metrics compared to the baseline.
However, with Zero-shot labeling, we observed improved per-
formance in a maximum of three out of five key metrics16. The

16Please note that Table II displays the values rounded up to two decimals.
Hence, a highlighted cell with equal performance in Table II can be displayed
as a negative difference percentage of less than 0.5 in Fig. 8.

percentages of performance gaps between GPT-4 techniques
and human labels of these models are presented in Fig. 8.

In Zero-shot method, only BerTweet satisfies this criterion.
On the other hand, Few-shot labeling has exhibited enhanced
performance across seven models, with three of them being
LLMs. Out of the seven classifiers that outperformed during
Zero-shot CoT, the one using GB with Sentence Transformer
embedding emerged as the best, surpassing human label per-
formance. It is worth noting that there were no classifier-
embedding combinations using ADA embedding, despite its
presence among the top-performing classifiers based on human
labels. Additionally, BerTweet consistently delivered impres-
sive results across all three GPT-4 labeling techniques.

Finally, it is noteworthy to compare the models presented
in this section and the best classifiers based on human labels
in Fig. 7 to understand how GPT-4 labeling techniques have
achieved or exceeded the high standards set by humans. While
Zero-shot labeling failed to meet this threshold, four models
in the Few-shot category; BerTweet, MPNet, TRobStan, and
MLP-SenTr along with BerTweet in Zero-shot CoT, surpassed
the best ground truth performances across various metrics.

D. Improvements with Zero-shot CoT Mechanism

This approach has been implemented in generating answers
to arithmetic, symbolic, and logical reasoning problems [26].
In this paper, we applied the Chain-of-Thoughts concept to
comprehend and label social media texts, which exhibit their
own unique characteristics. As mentioned, this prompting
approach has the benefit of allowing the model to reassess
its answer before determining the final label. Fig. 9 shows
a few examples of how GPT-4 has changed its final answer
based on this re-thinking strategy.

In both examples, Zero-shot assigns an incorrect label.
In contrast, in Zero-shot CoT, it reads its own explanation
and corrects the label. Both explanations clarify how GPT-
4 initially generates incorrect answers for Zero-shot prompts.
For instance, in the second explanation, it first states that the
sentence does not explicitly express a stance on the legalization
of abortion, leading to a ‘none’ label. However, it later expands
its explanation, understanding an alternative viewpoint, and
correctly labels it as ‘favor’.

E. Limitations and Future Work

It is worth acknowledging that there is room for im-
provement in the quality of data annotated by GPT-4 when
compared to human-annotated data. This study has some
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Fig. 7. The percentage increase in performance compared to human-labeled data, observed across the top-performing classifiers of human labeling.

limitations, including a smaller dataset size and the use of a
single dataset for stance detection, which may not fully capture
the complexities of labeling social media text in stance clas-
sification, requiring domain-specific expertise. Furthermore,
GPT models are highly sensitive to prompts and continually
evolving, hence reproducibility of results must be considered.
Our future work will involve expanding to multiple datasets
and investigating the impact of the number of examples in

Few-shot learning. Additionally, a comprehensive examination
of GPT model robustness will be valuable, given that our
approach employed fixed prompts and was resource-intensive
due to the repeated execution of prompts to balance robustness
and creativity in label generation.
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Fig. 8. Performance analysis of classifiers trained on GPT-4’s labeled datasets, which outperformed ground truth labels.

Original
text

Republicans are the groomers.
Trying to ban books ban
abortion ban free speech by
corporations. They call this
freedom!

There's only two opinions that
matter on abortion, the patient
and the doctor..

Zero-shot CoT Explanation
The sentence is against the target topic
"legalization of abortion". The author
criticizes Republicans for trying to ban
abortion, implying a negative stance
towards the prohibition of abortion, thus
supporting its legalization.

Zero-shot CoT Explanation
The sentence does not explicitly express a
stance for or against the legalization of
abortion. However, it implies a favor
towards legalization as it suggests that the
decision should be between the patient
and the doctor, which is possible only if
abortion is legal.

Labeling
technique Label

Human Favor

Zero-shot Against

Few-shot Against

Zero-shot CoT Favor

Human Favor

Zero-shot None

Few-shot Favor

Zero-shot CoT Favor

Fig. 9. Two examples explaining the advantage of Zero-shot CoT over the basic Zero-shot prompting mechanism.

V. CONCLUSION

Annotating social media text is a challenging task for
humans due to the brevity, informality, and embedded socio-
cultural opinions and perceptions in these texts where insuf-
ficient context understanding can result in low-quality an-
notations. To address this challenge, this study explores the
potential of the GPT-4 model as an effective tool for labeling
social media text, selecting stance labeling as the problem
due to its relative complexity among other NLP tasks. We
compare its performance across three prompting techniques,
Zero-shot, Few-shot, and Zero-shot Chain-of-Thoughts (CoT)
with human-labeled data. By observing the label distribution

and the extent of alterations made to the original labels, it
became evident that the Few-shot approach, followed by the
Zero-shot CoT method, exhibits a higher degree of similarity
to human experts in the assignment of labels to tweets. The
overall results gained through 26 classifiers highlight the
superiority of human labels, achieving higher performance
across numerous metrics. However, several machine learning
models fine-tuned on both Few-shot and Zero-shot CoT labels
demonstrate enhanced or competitive individual performance,
showcasing their ability to match human annotators in this
task. Remarkably, we noticed that BerTweet has exhibited
outstanding performance across all three labeling techniques.
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The Large Language Models, pre-trained on Twitter data, such
as BerTweet, Twitter Roberta (TRob), Twitter Roberta Stance
(TRobStan), and Twitter Roberta Sentiment (TRobSen), gen-
erally yield better results when fine-tuned on GPT-4-based
labels or human labels. Furthermore, Zero-shot CoT demon-
strated its strength compared to basic Zero-shot methods in
labeling social media text for stance classification. Moreover,
it competes effectively with the resource-intensive Few-shot
approach, highlighting its capacity to produce reliable results
without relying on labeled data samples. We anticipate that
our findings will shed light on the utility of the GPT-4
model, for automating data annotation in social media text
and inspire future research aimed at improving the quality and
dependability of generated data.
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